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2 Mamma Mia 

 
 

 

Production – Elena Federici 
Choreographies - Les Grisettes and Salvatore Loritto 

 

 

The musical is a tribute to Abba, freely inspired by the 

original production of Broadway. The show is based on 

the songs of the musical group Abba, the Scandinavian 

band that is estimated to have sold more than 360 

million copies all over the world, going down in history 

as one of the most successful groups. 

Abba are among the most famous exponents of the 

international pop music, by regularly gaining a place in 

the top ten in UK, Scandinavia and Australia, after the 

release of almost every album or single. 

 

The show consists of two acts characterized by the 

great music of the legendary group, enhanced by 

overwhelming choreographies. The same title of the 

musical recalls a famous Abba’s song: “Mamma Mia” of 

1975; together with this one, there are the major 

successes of the band such as “Super Trouper”, 

“Dancing Queen”, “Thank You for the Music”, “The 

Winner Takes It All” and “S.O.S.”.  Mamma Mia! makes 

its debut in London on April 6 1999 and still now it is 

one of the most popular musical in the English capital every week. 
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PLOT: The story begins in a fictitious Greek island and involves two women: 

Sophie, fiancée with Sky, who has always wanted to know the identity of her 

father; and Donna, her mother, who does not desire to tell her daughter about 

her past. Sophie discovers her mother's old diary which describes intimate dates 

with three men. Sophie believes that one of these men is her father and, three 

months prior to her wedding, she sends each an invitation, writing in the name 

of her mother, Donna, without letting the unsuspecting mother know. The three 

men are very different from each other, everyone with his peculiarities. The first 

one is an intelligent banker who laughs in a singular manner; the second one is 

an architect who was already married at the time of the relationship with 

Donna; the latter an Australian who embodies all the stereotypes of the people 

of that country. Discovered very quickly their presence on the island, Donna 

invites them “amiably” to leave the island, but nothing will go as foreseen. The 

die is cast. 

 

If the musical is a fable, “MAMMA MIA…che guaio Sophie!!!” is maybe the most 

beautiful of all the fables!!! A sparkling and amusing show for all ages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Links: 
Video: http://youtu.be/JAj0D_PbtIE 

Photo video: http://youtu.be/SSv-5yH_zh4 
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BULLI & PUPE 

…una favola di Broadway! 

 

Production - Alessandro Brachetti  

Choreographies - Salvatore Loritto & Loredana Colizzi 

 

Show in two acts, it is freely inspired by the very famous film of 

1955 by Joseph Mankiewicz featuring Marlon Brando and Frank 

Sinatra. “BULLI & PUPE” is a brilliant show, full of comic gags, set 

in the world of gamblers and other characters of the New York 

underworld. In the United States this musical won the “NY Drama 

Critics Award” and five “Tony Award”. 

The show is widely considered as the perfect musical comedy, 

where it is possible to recognize the Broadway’s spirit with the 

typical colorful characters of the 42th Street, who have become 

myths: Sarah Brown, the honest and strict member of the 

“Salvation Army”, who would like to bring back on the narrow 

path the Time Square-goers; Cielo Masterson, the lying gambler 

who courts Sarah on a bet and ends up in love with her; Adelaide, 

the nightclub dancer permanently suffering from colds, eternal 

fiancée of Nathan Detroit, a gambler who is  always desperately in 

search of a bet. 

In the end everything works out, also thanks to the brilliant and 

immortal music by Frank Loesser, which ranges from the heart of 

Times Square to the pubs of Havana and in the cellars of New 

York City. Comic and romantic, “BULLI & PUPE” is the ideal show 

for an audience of all ages. 
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Ventaglio’s first historic production. All the most beautiful pieces and the most 

popular musicals: “THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA” with its classical ballets and 

the notes by Andrew Lloyd Webber, “CHICAGO” by Bob Fosse with its 

atmospheres of the 20s and sexy choreographies, “NOTRE DAME DE PARIS”, the 

tragic legend of the gipsy Esmeralda with its wonderful songs by Riccardo 

Cocciante, “AIDA”, the story of the Ethiopian princess, but played and sung in a 

modern vein with the stupendous melodies by Elton John, “HAIR”, the colorful 

story of the American Hippies, “WEST SIDE STORY”, the unforgettable love story 

between the American Tony and his Maria… a show for the whole family!!! 

 

Link: 

Photo video: http://youtu.be/W37e0EBWno8 
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      MUSICAL DREAMS 
  

 
The new production 2013 by Ventaglio!! 

The pieces we have always danced, the great films which became great 

musicals!! From “Saturday Night Fever” to “Grease”, “Footloose”, “Flashdance”, 

“Mamma Mia” and the new “The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert”!!! 

A show sung and danced by the excellent and established cast of Ventaglio. An 

amusing, truly captivating and exciting musical for adults and children!  

Get The Hollywood Musical Fever... 

 

 

Links: 

Photo video: http://youtu.be/t7FZg6hYIXc 

Video: http://youtu.be/CK6zU-_htik 
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Quando il   
diventa     

 

Show in two acts with pieces based on the great works like “Jesus Christ 

Superstar”, “Giulietta e Romeo”, “Notre Dame de Paris”... 

A classical show of great charm and melody, suitable for special occasions and 

locations!! 

(Show feasible also in a church) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Link: 

Video: http://youtu.be/z3DjjHXVgIc  
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The great Rock Opera by Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice based on the story 

of the Passion of Christ.  

The true hippie setting of the 70s’ film. 

Show entirely sung and danced. 

(Show feasible according to the copyrights’ availability) 

 

 

 

Superstar 

Jesus Christ 


